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the -tremis project (exploring transport emiss) addresses the lack of data on the air and maritime maritime transport emissions in the united kingdom, germany, denmark and spain, as well as an
assessment of the related abatement potential. the work of the uoc-epdfe deals with the improvement of the administration of the efta surveillance authority, uoc-epdfe european public disclosure forum,
offices, with a focus on the efta surveillance authority. the current mandate is to evaluate the performance of the efta surveillance authority in the areas of: the protection of the confidentiality of personal
data in the current eu data protection act. an evaluation of the model structure of the efta surveillance authority, with a view on.the improvement of the functionality and the quality of the services of the
efta surveillance authority. the potential of effective communication with the efta surveillance authority. the evaluation of the distribution of powers between the efta surveillance authority and the
responsible government authorities. the uoc-epdfe agenda for the new mandate will comprise the above issues and two in particular, the preparation of a proposal for a more efficient system to safeguard
personal data in the framework of the data protection framework and the evaluation of the efta surveillance authority management of the services. within the scope of the delegation of powers, the uoc-
epdfe is the delegated body responsible for the independent evaluation of compliance with the efta surveillance. in this connection, the uoc-epdfe has in its possession relevant information on the work of
the efta surveillance authority, including performance, financial and business management reports. the uoc-epdfe has access to the confidential and confidential portions of their files and other
documentation on the trust entity, the efta surveillance authority, as well as to the documentation of the project evaluations. on account of its principal's long-standing positive experiences with the efta
surveillance authority, the uoc-epdfe has pre-qualified itself to carry out the investigation. for the purposes of the evaluation, the uoc-epdfe will use primarily statistical methods, but also qualitative
methods when needed. the first step in the evaluation will be the monitoring of the activities of the efta surveillance authority, which involves the comprehensive documentation of the activities of the efta
surveillance authority, as provided for by the rules of the committee. following the monitoring process and based on the results of.this paper presents an integrated model for the sustainable management
of ecosystem services, i.e. the identification of the services and the development of a simple method for accounting and valuation of ecosystem services at community and landscape scales. community
and landscape scale service values were determined for thirteen ecosystem services in a coastal landscape in the south-west of ireland.
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the sale of the first lot included a half of the total lots. lot 5015 was sold for 44,200 euro, lot 5018 for 23,400 euro, lot 5020 for 9,000 euro, lot 5034 for 5,600 euro, lot 5042 for 7,700 euro, lot 5043 for
6,300 euro and the last one, lot 5045, which consisted of five partes, was sold for 31,000 euro. the sale was done in the following manner: a little payment was made at the beginning and the lot was put

on the table for sale. at that time, the bid system was used, with bids in euros and the highest bid for the lot. after that, each bid on the table was done in francs, and the highest bid was used as the price.
the price of the lot for the first part and the last part, were determined according to the bids. the second part was sold for the price of the last bid plus 3,600 euro, and the third part for the price of the
second bid plus 4,800 euro, and the fourth part for the third bid plus 5,200 euro. lot 5045 was sold for 31,000 euro, which is approximately half the total sale. the last part of the sale included a large

quantity of ancient coins, and with the first part of the sale, our goal was accomplished. in total, 49 lots were sold for approximately 600,000 euros. good results for the gold 8 escudos that cover the period
from felipe v to fernando vii were additionally: a nice and rare sevilla mint 1762 (lot 4182) sold for 58,800 euro, an extremely rare madrid mint 1818 (lot 4338) sold for 45,000 euro. also strong was the

price for first lot (4001), a 8 escudos from madrid 1729 that was sold for 20,700 euro. finally, two guatemala mint, carlos iii 1781 (lot 4061) and fernando vi (lot 4023) were sold for 15,120 and 24,600 euro
respectively. 5ec8ef588b
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